Facts and Figures
Mitsubishi / Mitsubishi Electric

The Mitsubishi Group


Established in 1870 by Yataro Iwasaki as a shipping
company. Expanded through start-ups and
acquisitions in the mining, shipbuilding, banking,
retail and real estate sectors.



Spun off as an electric motor manufacturing
company of the Mitsubishi Group in 1921, we
immediately branched out and grew at a
remarkable pace, always anticipating and
answering the needs of each era with innovation.

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation


The company was founded on 15 January 1921
when a division for the electrification of ships was
spun off from what was then Kobe Shipyard as a
new enterprise.



Headquartered in Tokyo, Japan



President & CEO: Masaki Sakuyama



Paid-in capital € 1,363 million; Shares issued € 2,147
million shares; Consolidated net sales € 31,177
million; Consolidated total assets € 31,481 million



Employees 129,249 (as of 31.03.2015)



46 sales offices, 30 factories, 8 Research and
Development laboratories in Japan



90 companies in 36 countries outside Japan



Sales companies in 16 European countries;
14 production sites; Research & Development
centres in France and Scotland.
Overall approx. 5,000 employees in Europe



Global business fields: Energy and electric systems,
industrial automation systems, information and
communication systems, electronic devices, home
appliances

President & CEO Masaki Sakuyama

Factory in Scotland
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Becoming a global, leading green company


The Mitsubishi Electric Group established
Environmental Vision 2021 to contribute to the
development of a sustainable society, and is
advancing initiatives to achieve a low-carbon,
recycling-based society



Eco Changes, our environmental statement, is what
we must practice globally. By continuing to put Eco
Changes into practice around the world, the
Mitsubishi Electric Group aims to become a global
leading green company.

Environmental strategy

Highlights and Innovations


1923 Annual production of approx. 10,000 fans



1953 Launch of the first Mitsubishi TV set



1993 The at the time world's fastest passenger lift
installed in the Yokohama Landmark Tower



2007 Completion of the at the time world's tallest
lift testing tower measuring 173 metres



2009 Installed the then largest full-HD LED Diamond
Vision screen in the Yankee Stadium in New York



2011 Start of the naming sponsorship of the
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC HALLE. A multi-purpose event
hall in Duesseldorf, with on average 250,000 visitors
per year



2013 Delivery of the world's first helicopter satellite
communication system to Japan's Fire and Disaster
Management Agency



2014 Unveiling of the at the time world's largest full
ultra-HD video display in Times Square, New York



2015 Installation of the at the time world´s fastest
elevator in the Shanghai Tower
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Environmental statement

Mitsubishi Electric Halle Düsseldorf

Video Display at Times Square

